
00118090 "Trolley" TV Cart, TV Stand with Castors, 254 cm (100"), , 1000x600, black

TV Rack/Trolley

Highlightstext:

- Mobile TV stand for flat screen TVs with a screen size from 124 cm to 254 cm (49" to 100")
- TV stand with castors can be moved around the room as required for easy transport
- Tested safety: exacting stress, stability and functional tests guarantee high quality standards
- Tested according to the criteria of a recognised testing body for use in public places, such as in hotels, conference rooms, authorities or
trade fairs
- With the theft protection device, you can secure the TV using a padlock
- Easy-Fix system for simple and fully adjustable orientation of your TV
- Cable manager provides organisation and necessary strain relief
- Practical HiFi shelf: stable compartment shelf for DVD player, Blu-ray player, SAT receiver, laptops, etc.
- Various positioning options thanks to 4 flexible castors
- 4 lockable brakes on the castors of the TV stand ensure a secure grip on all floors when stationary
- Height-adjustable in 3 stages for the perfect viewing angle of the flat screen
- Integrated cable duct creates order and prevents cable spaghetti and trip hazards
- Suitable for especially large TV sets up to 100" (254 cm)
- The TV rack with castors supports all VESA standards up to 1000 x 600

- Colour: Black
- Product Division: HiFi, TV & Home Cinema
- Shade of colour: Black
- Material: Aluminium
- Model: TV-Trolley
- Max. Loading Capacity of the Base: 25 kg
- Maximum Load Capacity of the TV Bracket: 80 kg
- Screen Dimensions: 123 cm (49")/127 cm (50")/129 cm (51")/132 cm (52")/137 cm (54")/140 cm (55")/142 cm (56")/147 cm (58")/152 cm
(60")/163 cm (64")/165 cm (65")/178 cm (70")/191 cm (75")/198 cm (78")/200 cm (79")/203 cm (80")/213 cm (84")/216 cm (85")/223,52 cm
(88")/228,6 cm (90")/254 cm (100")
- VESA (from-to): 400x400 - 1000x600
- VESA Standard: 1000 x 600, 400 x 400, 600 x 400, 800 x 400, 800 x 600
- Width x Depth x Height: 68.3 x 109.4 x 168,5 cm
- Recommended Screen Size: 124 - 254 cm (49" -100")

Technical characteristics:

- 1 "Trolley" TV cart
- Mounting hardware
- 1 installation instructions
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 4    047443    493767
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